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The 100 Most Powerful Affirmations for Public Speaking

2 Amazing Affirmative Bonus Books Included for Self Esteem & Miracles:

Condition Yourself To Deliver Like a Champion (Volume 18)

Audio Version is Now Available with Audible! Exclusive Offer â€” Today Includes 2
Amazing Bonus Books: The 100 Most Powerful Affirmations for Self Esteem & The 100
Most Powerful Affirmations for a Miracle You will not achieve fulfillment and happiness
until YOU become the architect of your own reality. Imagine that with a few moments each
day, you could begin the powerful transformation toward complete control of your own life
and well being through positive affirmation. Because you can. You will be able to release all
fear and doubt simply because you know that you can. Utilize this simple, proven technique to
regain the lost comforts of joy, love, and fulfillment in your life. You have the ability to
unlock your full inner-potential and achieve your ultimate goals. This is the age-old secret of
the financial elite, world class scholars, and Olympic champions. For example, when you
watch the Olympics, youll find one consistency in all of the champions. Each one closes their
eyes for a moment and clearly affirms & visualizes themselves completing the event
flawlessly just before starting. Then they win gold medals and become champions. Thats
merely one example of how the real power of affirmation can elevate you above any of lifes
challenges. Life is too short to be exhausted on thousands of everyday anxieties and fears.
Sadly, the average person will get to the end of their life and realize that more than half of it
was spent struggling with these kind of problems. Because they didnt know what to do, many
of these people never found any satisfaction in life. You can and will become bigger than
those struggles by enhancing the energy that already flows within you. Too often people are
held hostage and limited by a cycle of negative thinking and pessimism. This kind of thinking
creates a streak of what many choose to call, â€œbad luckâ€•. I have good news for you.
There is no such thing as â€œbad luckâ€•. This phenomenon is merely a cycle of negative
affirmation that must be broken and mended with a fresh regimen of positive affirmation and
vision. By repeating and remembering these affirmations in times of difficulty, we transform
our rigid affirmations of defeat and intimidation into warm, confident manifestations of the
world as we choose it to be. Get what you want and desire from the world like millions of
others around the globe using affirmations. You already possess the power to assert your own
perceptions and transform your thoughts and desires into reality. By using positive
affirmations daily, you will unlock that natural potential inside of you. If you want to see
positive change now, youll find the quickest path to fulfillment with positive affirmation and
visualization. There is no time to spend on loss, negativity, and defeat when you can be
achieving tangible, historically proven results with minimum time and effort invested. There
is no limit to changes that can be made through the power of creating truth with affirmation...
Read This Book To Change Your Life Today! Also available in Audiobook & Ebook Format
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